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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You have received a copy of this Draft prior to today, this is an opportunity to look at some of the key things within the document to summarise.



About the plan
• Partnered document between Waikato District Council and Sport Waikato
• Evidence-based

⚬ Active NZ, 2021
⚬ Statistics NZ, 2018
⚬ Sport NZ, 2018
⚬ Community Survey
⚬ Regional Sports Organisation Survey (distributed at a regional level 

and including those National Sports Organisations based in the 
Waikato)

⚬ Local Club Survey
⚬ Census, 2018

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thought we would start by giving some context around this document, for a general understanding. We welcome questions throughout rather than waiting till the end.This Plan is very much in the ‘Draft’ phase and we haven’t looked at the design element at all at this stage. Therefore, the document that was circulated has a lot of words, rest assured the design phase will eliminate a lot of the words and will be more of an infographic document.Evidence based document:- Used national Surveys, such as: Stats NZ, Census 2018, Active NZ (Sport NZ survey)- Sport Waikato did our own surveying to get more localised data and to understand the voices in our community. Community survey, Regional Sport Organisation Survey and local club surveyThis evidence based approach formed the background of the Play, Active Recreation and Sport Plan (which we refer to as the PARS Plan), and ultimately lead to the Recommendations and the Action Plan which are at the bottom of the document which was circulated but will also be referenced at the end of these slides. 



Purpose of the plan
• To bring together Council and Sport Waikato workstreams across Play, 

Active Recreation and Sport
• To influence activity levels and overall wellbeing of the Waikato district
• To provide guidance for strategic investment and fully optimised facilities
• Help to inform LTP, master plans and other investment decision-making 

processes
• Formal evidence-based document

⚬ Living document
⚬ 10-year lens with a 3-year review to give opportunity to flex and 

reprioritise

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- The Plan is designed to influence activity levels and overall wellbeing of the Waikato district for the betterment of the whole community- In the future the intention is to inform LTP but also other investment decision making processes by having data driven insights and community voice- We see this as a living document having a 10-year lens, understanding that the landscape will change a lot throughout this period, therefore recommending a formal 3-year review process and a less formal annual review to give opportunities for pivot and to reprioritise as the landscape evolves and changesThis Plan is evidence based through community, club and national surveys to ensure barriers are understood along with recommendations from national strategies. This informs the recommendations as well as the Action Plan of key areas of focus. There are shared responsibilities with both Council and Sport Waikato to achieve positive outcomes for the District.The Plan is a shared document between Council and Sport Waikato, with a shared view that we want to positively contribute to people becoming more active within our community which ultimately increases wellbeing.



Reducing barriers to participation:

Key themes

• Sport Waikato

• Council

• Sports Clubs

• Communities

• Co-funding/investment

Time

Cost

Quality opportunities

Accessibility and inclusion

Connectivity

Partnerships:
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Barriers:Time – work, family, school commitmentsCost – nationally, the families of 20% of our young people cannot cover participation costsQuality – fit for purpose, engaging, the experienceAccessibility & inclusion – caters for all ages, abilities, genders, disability, etcConnectivity – opening up more opportunities and experiencesPartnerships:The key partnership to drive a lot of these recommendations forward is with Sport Waikato and CouncilObviously we need to work with sport clubs and different communities to ensure we are working towards best outcomes for all areas of the communitiesThe real challenge as we are all acutely aware in the current environment is around funding and how do we fund different initiatives. We need to be smarter around funding, it can’t all be through Council but needs to involve other interest partiesHubbing – what is a hub? Strategic partnerships, accelerate investment



Intrinsically motivated, freely chosen activities with no 
predetermined outcome. 

Play is spontaneous, fun, accessible, challenging, social, repeatable, 
and occurring anywhere at any time. 

Play for tamariki is personally directed with limited or no adult 
involvement but can also be undertaken together by whānau.

Play

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Action plan is separated into 4 areas, the first being Play:It’s important to note the following:Through national insights and local surveying, we have gathered data that highlights some of the barriers in regards to play. From these barriers, we have highlighted some key recommendations and ‘Focus’ areas and have worked with Council staff on who’s responsibility each action point is (Council and/or Sport Waikato)None of these Actions are what the community specifically asked for as they don’t necessarily know what the options areWhat we have done is to come up with an action plan which helps to overcome the barriers at low to no cost



Play
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- These focus areas have come from the National and Local surveys- Important to note, that the community hasn’t voiced that these areas are specifically what they want, however through the feedback and the barriers that were listed, these are our recommendations to help overcome these barriers- We have also spent time to input into the action plan, things that are not necessarily high value. It’s not about creating new playgrounds at a huge cost, it’s how we can give different opportunities to our communities for play, that are not going to cost a huge amount of money and in a number of areas may not cost anything or a possibility to get funding from other areas such as Tuu Manawa (Sport NZ fund administered by Sport Waikato)These focus areas also would need to involve different areas of the community (school, local iwi, community groups, etc.)I don’t want to go through the whole list here, but will pick out some key areasPlay Trailer: Being able to have something that is moveable to take throughout the communities (could be a focus on more rural or highly deprived areas). Taking away the barriers by bringing the equipment to the different communities.Play Trail: Encouraging a interactive trail through the shopping area, or somewhere else that you want to raise foot traffic. Something that will engage the youth while adults also have their needs metBoth of these could be open to receiving Tuu Manawa funding making it a low to no cost option for PlayNeighbourhood Play System, transport or play opportunities on the way to school.Opens up opportunities to talk to schools and have dialogue around how their children get to and from school. Potentially taking away driving



Active Recreation
Active Recreation includes all other forms of activity, other than sport, 
that require some level of physical exertion as a core element. 

Active Recreation is undertaken by people for enjoyment in their own 
free time with a reasonable expectation that participation will increase 
physical fitness and may include indoor or outdoor activities.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The data:NZ Secondary School Census data – active rec v. sportMore flexible commitments compared to sport – no two trainings per week and Saturday game



Active Recreation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First three – key theme connectivityNatural Bodies of Water – Initiative that all councils in the Waikato Region have funded into. Recommendations around what we do with our Natural Bodies of Water will be available within the next 4-6 weeksLow cost options – One of the biggest barriers to being active is cost. How do we accommodate active recreation in our highly deprived areas?



Sport
Sport has institutionalised rules, competition, and conditions of play 
(e.g., time, space/boundaries, equipment). 

It has a formalised structure and a recognised representative body at 
a local club, regional, and/or national level. 

Participation in sport is typically defined by competition between 
people or teams to determine an outcome/winner.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A lot of our data for the sport section has come from surveying of:Regional Sports Organisation Survey (distributed at a regional level and including those National Sports Organisation based in the Waikato)Local Club SurveyAcknowledging as well the use of some National surveys as discussed earlier



Sport
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Presentation Notes
There is general feedback from sporting clubs that things are getting harder:- Memberships are down- Costs are rising- Difficult to recruit and/or keep volunteers (such as coaches, referees and support staff)- Facilities upkeepThere is a general consensus that we need to do things differently moving forward, we cannot have the same format/structure with sport and clubs into the future- Hubbing is key for clubs and community groups to work together for a future focussed look- Emerging sports such as disc sports, pickleball and lacrosse are important to give those that have not had an opportunity to get involved in organised sport in the past a chance to get active in a different environment- We know from the feedback that cost, time, travel, etc. are huge barriers. Low-cost and localised options are key to helping people capitalise on the opportunities to be active- Important to continue our insights and evaluation work to identify trends or changes in activity early to guide future understanding of where sport needs to evolve



Sport
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Spaces and Places
Spaces and Places refers to the locality, or preferred locality, where 
community physical activity occurs, whether this is play, active 
recreation or sport, and regardless of whether this occurs across built 
infrastructure or across informal natural settings.



Spaces and Places
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A number of the recommendations within this section have come from National Strategies and the latest version of the WRASP (Waikato Regional Active Spaces Plan – which all 10 of our council partners fund into)Squash, Aquatics, Sports Fields, Indoor/Outdoor Court Provision, Gymnastics, Tracks and Trails and HockeyThese recommendations are more around considerations and/or investigating different opportunities as they come up
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Spaces and Places
• Holiday Skatepark Delivery – Waikato/Hamilton/Waipa
• Changing Room Upgrades
• Funding for Needs and Feasibility
• Kia Tu Sport NZ
• Portable Pump Track

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A number of the recommendations within this section have come from National Strategies and the latest version of the WRASP (Waikato Regional Active Spaces Plan – which all 10 of our council partners fund into)Squash, Aquatics, Sports Fields, Indoor/Outdoor Court Provision, Gymnastics, Tracks and Trails and HockeyThese recommendations are more around considerations and/or investigating different opportunities as they come up



Any questions?
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